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Conclusions

+ The French-Japan R&D work within the LCTPC collabo-
ration is in a phase of engineering toward the final design
of a TPC for the ILD detector

+ It also allowed us to identify a few points requiring common
active R&D to be pursued in the next few years

‡ ion backflow and gating

‡ field distorsions at module boundaries

‡ GEM and MM modules with common electronics

‡ e↵ect of the resistive foil

+ Special thanks to P. Colas, T. Matsuda, and A. Sugiyama
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Ion Gate



Ion Backflow

Ion Space Charge can
deteriorate the position

resolution of TPC

+ Primary ions yield distortions
in the E-field which result to
O( 1µm) track distortions

+ Secondary ions yield distortions
from backflowing ions generated in
the gas-amplification region:

‡ 60 µm for IBFxGain=1
for the case of 2 ion disks

(ILC bunch structure)
ions drift slowly

v
ions

⇠ 1m/s

Gate is needed!
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black circle: 55Fe 
red circle   : Laser 

Preliminary	  
Errors	  are	  sta)s)cal	  only.	  

More by Aiko Shoji

Recent Measurement of  
Electron Transmission Rate



Electron transmission

10cmx10cm prototype(type 3) provides more than 80% transmission 
                                  even for B = 1T field 
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Though  minor diff. btw data 
and MC at B=1T 
     still exist 

MC assume simple straight hole 
   but real gate has taper 
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2016 Beam Test: the Plan.
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Figure 2.7: Left: 4 modules with different resistive layers, middle: 7 modules
of the production series mounted in the Large Prototype, right: Schematic
drawing of the border of the modules.[23]

In a first iteration two different resistive materials, resistive ink and carbon
loaded kapton (CLK), and different resistivities, 3 MΩ/✷ and 5 MΩ/✷, were
tested. The CLK proved more homogenous and was therefore preferred in
later modules. For the given pad size, the resistivity of 3 MΩ/✷ was best
suited, but needs to be adapted, if different pad sizes are chosen. The
resistive foil is pressed on the pad plane and the Micromegas is built on
top of the resistive layer. Following the Bulk-Micromegas instruction [21]
an amplification gap of 128 µm was used. A very good grid homogeneity
was reached and a homogeneous gas gain throughout all modules could be
demonstrated in dedicated calibration runs with an 55Fe source, see reference
[23].

The HV contact is realized on 2 dedicated pads in the sensitive area.
In this way the sensitive area could be extended almost to the edge of the
modules, limited only by a 3 mm wide frame made of photoresist, which
holds the grid. The ground connection of the resisitive layer extends over
the edge of the module and covers both the side of the module and also the
frame of the module (see figure 2.7 right).

After establishing the technology a production series of 9 modules in-
cluding a highly integrated electronics (see chapter 4) followed. Seven of the
modules were used simultaneously in the Large Prototype. The experience
of a quasi industrial production, where the pad plane and electronics PCBs
were produced by ELTOS [22] and the resistive layer and Bulk-Micromegas
were applied at the CERN workshop, was very positive and the quality of
the modules was as high as on the prototype level. The complete module
has an average radiation length of 21.38 g

cm2 .

2.2.4 Pixel Modules

Two different modules with InGrid readout have been constructed, but both
modules feature only a small area covered with InGrids. They both have a
single PCB, on which 8 InGrids can be mounted (see figure 2.8 left). The
first module was built in 2010 by Saclay and NIKHEF (see figure 2.8 middle).
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• 2 modules will be installed in the LP1 module.

• one is the module equipped with the gating GEM. 
• another one is equipped with the field shaper.

• Measurement will be performed under the magnetic filed (0/1T) using 5GeV/c electrons. 
• Scan a position along Z direction from 25 [mm] to 550 [mm]

• Unfortunately, this group dose't have a night shift!

• the module w/ the gating GEM.

• the module w/ the field shaper.

Tomohisa Ogawa  2016/09/29



2P-CO2 Cooling
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Obtained data using the mock up was bad 

but we have learned  

       how to use CO2 cooling 

       SUS block is no good for heat connection 
           though cooling pipe is made of SUS  
       good welding is necessary   

       data was well reproduced by simulation 
         simulation study may work for this study.  good point!! 

       TPG seems to be good( but too expensive ) as material 


